
B E R N A R D  S .  B E N S O N   
(28 January 1922 – 15 May 1996) 

- inventor and British author and writer of The Peace Book - 

 
Bernard Benson was born in the UK. He was a fighter pilot during World War II, and later worked on 

the design of early British missiles. He emigrated to the United States where at Douglas Aircraft Co., in 
Santa Monica, CA, he worked on the Douglas F4D Delta wing fighter and various Douglas missiles. 

Early in the 1950s, he founded Benson-Lehner Corporation with George F. G. Lehner, a psychology 
professor at UCLA. Soon after its founding, futurist Donald Prell joined the company as Vice President, 
Application Engineering. The new company was successful, as it filled a niche designing systems that 
were used to provide data input and output to and from the early computers. The B/L machines semi-
automatically read oscillograph and photographic flight test data producing punched tape and IBM punch 
cards which were then entered into computers. After being processed, the data was then automatically 
printed on large flatbed graph-plotters. This process automated the formerly manual reading and 
subsequent hand-plotting of data. B/L plotters soon became the industry standard and were sold 
worldwide. After an IPO the company expanded into the field of high speed photography. Two photo-
mechanical engineers, Guy Hearon and Harry Katt, were hired, who designed a series of 16mm, 35mm, 
and 70mm high speed cameras and accessories. 

In 1961, Benson was one of the first persons to warn against the privacy risks raised by computers, 
claiming that digital data could one day be fed into a single system, leaving individuals at the mercy "of 
who or what controls the machine". 

Early in the 1960s, Benson retired and moved to France, where he purchased the Chateau de Chaban 
located in the Dordogne. While living there with his first wife Jane Lysbeth Saville Sneath and their 
seven children, he began writing children's books based on the philosophy of a group of Tibetan monks, 
who shared his estate. Benson tried to make their philosophy readily understandable to both young and 
old. He then married Maryse Lheureux, a friend of his eldest daughter. He wrote several other books 
including Alice in Plunderland, the Book of Life, and The Minstrel. All are hand-written and illustrated in 
Benson’s distinctive style.  

He spent his last years energeticly promoting Peace as a Life Insurance policy for his three young 
daughters with Maryse. He sold Chaban and moved to the South of France – where he focussed on a 
Peace Bird project to bring children to all the world’s leaders – begging them to stop despoiling the 



planet and make peace between each other. His philosophy is summarised in this forward to Alice in 
Plunderland: 
 

 
Bernard fell in love with David Gordon’s songs – particularly Child for a Day, sung by David’s 

brother, Cat Stevens – now Yusuf Islam, which means ‘Peace’ in Arabic. He arranged for David to have 



the exclusive rights to create a musical adaptation of the Peace Book and invited David Gordon and 
David Woollcombe + their respective families to come to Chaban and write the adaptation. While there, 
the families met the Tibetan Buddhist monks whom Bernard was shielding from their Chinese oppressors. 
They became early spiritual and financial supporters of the Peace Child project. David Gordon completed 
three of the most poignant songs of Peace Child while staying with Bernard at Chaban – and the teachings 
of the Tibetan monks – and the peace generated by their prayers and chanting – have infused the Peace 
Child project ever since.   

 
Bernard with Maryse at Chaban 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Bernard with one of his Tibetan teachers



  
 

 

 

 

A Selection of Bernard’s Books – The Minstrel, inspired by the Life of Elvis Presley; Peace Bird – bringing the Peace 
Child story to life; The Book of Life and The Path to Happiness – both distillation’s of Bernard’s philosophy, and 

Alice in Plunderland – a stinging rebuke to the insanity of capitalism and the unregulated market economy. 
 
Bernard’s books remain in print in many languages – and are an inspiration to Peace Child in every show 
we do.  The central idea of the Peace Book – to imagine the future as you want it to be, and then flash-
back to the present and tell the story of what you are going to do with your life to bring that future about 
– remains the defining characteristic of all Peace Child shows.  Though Bernard is sadly no longer with us, 
his books, his ideas, and his drawings continue to inform the Peace Child activities all over the world – as 
the examples of his writing on the next few pages demonstrate. 
 
 



 
 

 



 
 
 

 
 
 

 


